
Altered Treasure Book 
This workshop will explore the pleasures of creating and filling a hand bound book. 
Utilizing a binding that has withstood the test of time with its elegance, flexibility and 
strength, we will first bind a book of thin hardwood leafs, fine papers and ridged 
translucent mica sheets.  We will then cut, hammer, glue, shred, paint and sew back into 
the pages creating niches, alcoves and secret spaces to house and protect treasures, 
images and words.  
Participants will learn to work with non traditional book materials including wood and 
mica.  We will use both the natural and manmade forms of mica, becoming familiar with 
the in and outs of micas unique characteristics. This workshops will cover the usage of 
wood not only as a cover material but also as pages within the book structure. Techniques 
such as window cutting, use of tiny nails, eyelets and rivets will also be demonstrated. 

This workshop will feature 
4 needle coptic binding 
wooden covers 
sew paper, mica and wooden pages in one binding 
cutting windows in wood panels  
attaching mica to wood with nails 
Creating niches and alcove in paper sections 
Learning to use and recognize different types of mica 
Learn to use rivets and eyelets 

Daniel will offer an additional workshop in February where he will 
teach the Coptic Endband.


Materials instructor will send 
Wood covers and wood pages 
Mica 
Text block 
Handmade papers 
Waxed linen thread 
Needles 
PVA bookbinding glue 
Double sided tissue tape 
#53 drill bit 
Selection of small nails 
Selection of eyelets 



Student tools and materials 
Thin or light weight collage materials: decorative and text papers, old photos-
paper,tintypes or ambrotypes(glass), old letters, sheet music, insect wings, leafs, feathers, 
etc. 
Some sort of drill. Vintage hand drill, dremel, spiral drill, drill press 
Scrap wood for drill boards 
pencils  
Eraser 
Black sharpie fine line 
Few colors of acrylics 
6-18" metal ruler 
Exacto/olfa knife and extra blades, utility knife and blades 
Self-healing cutting mat 
Assorted binder clips 
1 inch foam brush 
small sharp scissors 
Utility scissors 
bone folder 
brayer 
jewelers saw, bench pin and blades(I prefer larger size #7s for wood but any size will 
work if you are skilled with this tool) 
2oz Ball-peen hammer 
needle nose tweezers 
Sandpaper 1 sheet 320, 1 sheet 220 
 Kiwi shoe polish-brown or black or cordovan (or selection to experiment with) 
Dust mask 
 



awls-including a slender one for piercing sections.   
Optional tools: dremel drill and 3/8” flex cut single bevel chisel 
 


